
 

 

 

HA�OVER HOCKEY ASSOCIATIO� 

Minutes of the Hanover Hockey Association Board Meeting 
December 11, 2007 
 
In attendance:  Steve Bensen, Jonathan Bynum, Charlie Hackett, Randy Hill, Betsy Knights, 
Steve McAllister, John Montgomery, Russ Payne, Scott Peters, Mark Tecca, Mike Wagner. 
 
Absent:  John Elliott, Elizabeth Gardner, Stuart Gordon, Chris Healy, Sharon Ikeda, Ann 
Malenka, Tom Oppel, Kathy Peters, John Rogenski, Dale Turner, Kim Whalen.  
 

1. Scott Peters called the meeting to order. 

 

2. Secretary’s report for November 

The minutes for the November 2007 meeting were approved. 

 

3. Thanksgiving Tournament – Steve McAllister 

Steve provided an update on the Thanksgiving tournament, which went very well, 
including a letter of thanks from Lebanon squirt coach.  There was positive response 
from all teams that participated.  The tournament provided $500 net income.  There 
was a suggestion to secure digital pictures to distribute to teams that attended to aid in 
recruiting for next year. 

The only negative comment was the need to clean up tournament materials more 
completely at Campion in the future (signs, etc.). 

 

4. Operations report – Chris Healy 

There was nothing to report. 

 

5. Registration Report – John Montgomery on behalf of Sharon Ikeda 

There is one issue with refund requested for a Bantam player who made a team then 
decided not to play.  While the policy is clear, there was a question whether or not 
there are extenuating circumstances that merit a board vote to refund under these 
circumstances.  Specifically in this case, the Board should consider the relationship of 
a longstanding coach to HHA and the indication of the player’s financial need. 

The first vote was to consider an exception to refund policy, and this passed. 



 

  

The second vote was to award a 50% refund, acknowledging that deadline had passed 
but that the Board was willing to offer a compromise based on the longstanding 
commitment to hockey and the compassion of the organization.  The vote passed. 

In terms of the Bantam Green situation, John reminded the group of the Board vote 
via email during Thanksgiving in favor of the 50% refund offered to four Bantam 
Green players who made the boys varsity high school team.  These players accepted 
the proactive offer from HHA and agreed to play part time with Bantam Green on 
Sundays. 

John provided an update on the Bantam situation.  We will have a GSL Bantam 
Green team with games on Sunday, which represents only10 GSL games, to avoid 
conflicts with high school games.  We will have a GSL Bantam White team playing a 
typical schedule.  We will also have a combined set of games for a combined 
Green/White team.  Green and White are practicing together and sharing ice times.  
The Board approved funding for a 2-day $240 tournament for this hybrid Bantam 
team. 

A similar situation applies to Girls U16 team, which had 17 players and lost six to 
high school, including both goalies.  Since this situation parallels the Bantam 
situation, the Board created a proposal to offer the GU16 coach the opportunity to 
invite these six varsity high school girls to come back and play games with the U16 
team.  If girls accept to play with the U16 team, they will receive a 50% refund 
(similar to Bantams); if they decline they will receive a75% refund, which is the 
policy extended to the boys varsity high school players.  The board passed this 
proposal. 

John also reported that the deadline for GSL roster changes is 12/31. 

He also said that online registration will be mandatory for all NHAHA teams in 2008-
09.  Screening will be mandatory for all coaches and Board members beginning May 
2008.  Mike cautioned that this could become an issue in 2008 and may require Board 
attention.  Sharon will report more in January. 

 

6. Scheduling  

Dale has passed along that he will not be interested in scheduling ice in 2008-09.  
This is an important role to fill. 

The Board had some discussion on how to schedule in the future.  Several Board 
members believe that we will need more ice and should be prepared to pay a premium 
in order to obtain it.  At the same time we have had anecdotal reports that some ice is 
going unused.  Betsy noted that Cardigan ice is available.  Russ asked if can we book 
ice early in July based on what we project we will need. 

The Board needs to learn more about how to procure and distribute ice in the future. 
There was discussion to consider an ad hoc committee (maybe Scott Peters, John 
Montgomery, Dick Dodds, Kim Whelan, and Ross Jones) to meet and discuss, or to 
hand this issue off to the Operations Committee.  This discussion will continue at the 
next Board meeting. 

   

7. Coaching Coordination – Steve B. 



 

  

There was nothing to report. 

 

8. Fundraising – John E. 

There was nothing to report 

 

9. Girls’ Program 

 
Girls U12 has had an inquiry about adding a player to the roster as a transfer.  The fee 
structure was discussed with perhaps an offer to prorate.  The group will consider this 
at a future meeting.  There was a report of other news from the state meeting.  Girls 
U19 programs are considering a split season; this is probably not viable in Hanover.  
They also discussed a potential GSL policy to require girls to leave co-ed programs at 
certain level such as Pee Wee or Bantam. 

 

10. Parent Coordinator – Elizabeth 

There was nothing to report. 

 

11. State Delegates – John M. 

Stuart will prepare an email with his report. 

 

12. Communications and Web site – John M. 

John said he is still trying to set a Communications Committee meeting to discuss 
strategic and tactical issues. 

 

13. JV Hockey Program – John M.  
John reported that the program went to the printer on 12/10 and that $8K advertising 
revenue from this program will be split equally between the boys varsity, girls 
varsity, and the boys’ jv programs and the HHA.  This means that the HHA should 
capture the estimated $2K. 

 

14. Goalie Clinic – John M. 

John reported that the next clinic is scheduled for Thursday 12/13. 

 

15. Treasurer’s Report – Mike W. 

Mike projects that our $11K shortfall now appears to be $5K surplus primarily 
because of increased registrations. 

There was mention of unanticipated goalie gear expense.  Charlie said that Mites and 
House Mites are lacking sufficient sets of goalie gear.  The Board authorized Charlie 
to spend up to $1K on goalie gear for Mites.  Betsy and Randy also have gear to pass 



 

  

along to Charlie.  Charlie will also take over off-season storage of Mite gear from 
Ned Redpath. 

 

16. Other discussion 
Health issue:  Mike brought up the health warning about MSRA, antibiotic-resistant 
bacteria.  The Board agreed to follow the lead of other associations and post an 
appropriate message to the web and also forward the same message to membership 
via email. 

Operations issues:  Mike also noted that there seem to be a number of operations 
issues that will come up in spring and we should begin working on them now, 
including girls program structure; the concept of select teams; review of the tryout 
process; new player clinics; and Board nominations.  Mike offered to put list together 
and forward it for discussion at next meeting. 

Rink update:  Scott reported that Bruce Bergeron says that the Hartford rink is really 
a replacement for the existing Hartford rink and not a new sheet of ice.  The Upper 
Valley Twin Rink Association is forging ahead. 

 

The meeting was adjourned. 


